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In a short span of time, we have known the personality of a teacher. We have noticed a charismatic magnetism in his personality: a person of love profile, soft-spoken, always wearing a smile, very emphatic with all sincerity, humble yet silent, best action-wise, and achievers.

A teacher never tired of serving not only his students but also others as well as these who come to his door for whatever purpose he may have. His class is open to all. It is the sanctuary for anyone who needs particularly service, attention, or assistance. His abode is the extension of his classroom where hospitality abounds. It has no high walls, which separate the teacher from his disciples. Everyone is welcome.

A teacher is a straight man with conviction and no amount of political influence what so ever can make him set aside his noble intuition. He works for the common good for the greatest number.

A teacher always looks at his accomplishment and achievements. He is a firm believer of the old saying “Still water runs deep” as he adheres to principle man work and less talk. He never lets a day pass by without thanking the Lord for the blessings including the challenges, which come his way, encourages him to think and make effective and right decisions.

Endeared, loved, and respected by all his students and fellow teachers, he is indeed an epitome of time and ideal teacher.
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